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PSI 

The Performance of Services Index (PSI) stepped back to 
51.2 in July from June’s 54.7. It gives the sense that the 
strong bounce in service sector performance, following the 
move to the Orange setting on the Covid traffic light 
system in mid-April, might be running out of steam. It is 
difficult to be sure from one month’s data, but July’s 
outcome is the lowest since February, has retreated 
further from the recent 54.9 peak set in May, and is back 
below average. The new orders and activity/sales 
components have driven the unwind from May peaks, with 
the former down to a lowly 52.5 (from a buoyant 61.6 in 
May) and the latter down to a now-average-looking 54.4 
(from a strong 59.2 in May). 

Details Underwhelming 

On the plus side, the PSI is still above 50 indicating some 
growth is occurring. However, it is at a slower pace than 
immediately post the move to the Orange setting. The PSI 
details support the idea that service sector growth slowed 
to below average in July, with nearly all major components 
sitting below their respective long-term norms. The 
exception being stocks/inventories, which combined with 
slower sales and new orders, raises the possibility that 
demand may have slowed faster than some expected. It 
could also reflect firms trying to build more inventory or 
run higher buffers given ongoing supply side challenges. 
After all, the supplier delivery index is still mired below 
long-term norms as it has been for two years now. 

Employment 

Combining the PSI results to last week’s ok-looking PMI, 
the composite (PCI) suggests economic expansion 
continued into Q3 albeit at a slower pace than seems to 
have occurred in Q2. That fits with the general profile we 
see for GDP, a decent bounce in Q2 before slowing in Q3 
(and beyond). For employment, combining today’s softer 
PSI reading with last week’s better-looking PMI result 
yields a composite employment indicator bang on the 
breakeven 50 mark. That raises the possibility that three 
consecutive quarters of essentially flat official employment 
extends for another quarter. 

North To South 

The unadjusted PSI results for July saw a stark difference 
across regions – much stronger in the South while weaker 
in the North – as has been the picture over recent months. 
It is always difficult to know the reasons, but relative 
housing market changes and/or exposure to returning 
tourists may well be part of the story. 
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